**Title & Location of Competition**

FAI-Mondials Chicago 2016 September 10-21  
22th FS / 11th AE / 1th Speed / 17th CF / 34th FS+Acc / 8th Junior FS+Acc

**IPC Jury Meeting No:** -6-

**Time and Date:** 09.00, 12. September 2016

**Subject:**
Request from the CJ of Canopy Formation, Bernard Nicolas, to lower the exit speed for CF in general. According the Bulletin 2 it is 85-90 knots. For safety reasons he requires to reduce the exit speed to 70-75 knots.

**Details:**
After reducing the exit speed for 2 way, the 4 way competitors are requesting to reduce the exit speed for the same reasons as 2-way. The CJ agrees to this procedure.

**Decision:**
The Jury approved the request to reduce the exit speed for all CF events to 70-75 knots.

**Signature:** Doris Merz  
**Date:** 12/9/2016  
**Time:** 09.00  
**Jury President**
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